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Figure 4. Stacked images of the excess significance. The significance of the stacked γ-ray excess (col-
orbar: νσ(ε) with a cubehelix color map, ref. [29]), after photon and energy co-addition. The image is
shown in the normalized τx–τy plane centered on the clusters (left), and four-folded onto one quadrant
(right). The dashed quadrant circles (left) or arcs (right), shown as a guide to the eye, enclose the 2.0 <
τ < 2.5 radial bin of the peripheral signal. Folding onto a quadrant is necessary in order to render the
ring marginally visible by eye. Note that the highest significance pixel lies at the very center (τ < 0.5).
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Figure 5. Mock catalogs distribution. The symmetric 68%, 95%, 99.7% and confidence intervals of
the photon and energy co-added significance of the excess counts, as a function of τ , inferred from the
mock catalogs (dashed red). These are compared with the standard deviation of the mock sample,
multiplied by ±1, ±2, and ±3 and added to the mock mean (solid blue). The agreement suggests
that a normal distribution can be assumed at least out to ±3σ.

4 Modeling

In order to analyze the excess emission, and to accurately determine the significance of the
signals, we present a model for each component. For the ring-like emission, a simple model,
based on a spherical, isothermal, β-model gas distribution, is presented in appendix A. Once
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TS-based significance estimate

Simple significance estimate (photon 
co-added and cluster co-added)

Best-fit (spherical shock and 
planar shock) model significance

Galaxy clusters are thought to grow by accreting
mass through strong virial shocks. Such a
collisionless shock is expected to accelerate
relativistic electrons, thus generating a spectrally
flat leptonic virial ring. However, previous
attempts to detect the cumulative signal from
virial rings have all failed. Here we identify a
virial γ-ray signal by stacking Fermi-LAT data
for 112 clusters, enhancing the ring sensitivity by
rescaling clusters to their virial radii. We identify
(5.9σ) a bright, spectrally flat γ-ray ring at the
expected shock position. It corresponds to
deposition of ∼0.6% (with an uncertainty factor
∼2) of the thermal energy in relativistic electrons
over a Hubble time.
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Figure 3. 2D slices through the centre of the volume shown in Fig. 2 at z = 0.32, showing: (left) gas density – units of [ρ/〈ρb〉], where 〈ρb〉 is the mean baryon
density) – (centre) gas temperature [K] – and the (right) reconstructed map of Mach number – units of [log10(M)] – using our shock finder (Section 3.1).

where ρu is the comoving up-stream density, vsh = Mcs is the
comoving speed of the shock, M is the inflowing Mach number
and "x is the cell size. Total kinetic energy flux through shocks is
then a sum from equation (1) over flagged shock cells.

However, we point out that the identification and characteriza-
tion of shocks, and especially shocks with M ! 1.5 and oblique
on the grid, is made uncertain by the relatively larger numerical
errors associated with very small jumps in velocity, by numerical
smearing of the shock transition (Skillman et al. 2008) as well as by
the presence of significant temperature and velocity fluctuations in
the ICM, which add uncertainties to estimates of pre-shock values
(Vazza et al. 2009b). In order to bracket the role of, mostly inconse-
quential, weak shocks in the following turbulent analysis, we will
also, present complementary results there obtained by masking out
regions close to identified shocks with Mthr ≥ 1.2. We apply this
lower Mthr bound to simplify procedures.

3.2 Filtering of turbulent motions

The extraction of turbulent motions within the cluster 3D veloc-
ity field requires a proper filtering of often comparable coherent
velocity components (characteristically larger scale) from uncorre-
lated, turbulent velocity components that cascade to small scales. As
noted above, the roles of solenoidal (rotational, incompressive) and
compressive (irrotational) turbulent motions (defined, respectively,
by ∇ · vsol = 0 and ∇ × vcomp = 0) each have important roles in
the ICM. So, as an additional step we also separated the velocity
field (both filtered and unfiltered) into those elements. To accom-
plish these objectives, we combined several steps that we previously
proposed and tested individually in Vazza et al. (2012, 2014).

As an initial step to reduce numerical noise and finite difference
cross-talk between divergence and curl operations, we applied a
first-order velocity smoothing filter to the initial full velocity field
of the simulation. This has a benign influence on extracted turbulent
velocity fields.4

For our primary turbulence filter, we applied the iterative, mul-
tiscale velocity filtering techniques based on Vazza et al. (2012)
to the (6.3 Mpc)3 sub-volume of each ENZO snapshot. This filter
reconstructs the local mean velocity field around each position, r ,

4 See Porter et al. (2015) for a detailed justification of such Favre smoothing
operations.

by iteratively computing the local mean velocity field in the ‘nth’
iteration as

〈v(Ln)〉 =
∑

i wivi∑
i wi

, (2)

where the sum is over cells within a domain of radius, Ln, and
where wi is a weighting function. In this work, we simply set
wi = 1 and use a volume-weighting, while in other applications,
in more stratified media, wi = ρ (i.e. density-weighting) is a more
appropriated choice. However, given the rather small filtering scales
reconstructed by our algorithm in the innermost cluster volume
considered in this work (Section 4), the differences between the
wi = 1 and the wi = ρ are very small, as discussed below.

The local small-scale, fluctuating velocity field within the radius,
Ln(r), relative to position r , is then computed as δv(Ln(r)) = v −
〈v(Ln)〉 for increasing values of Ln. Iterations are continued until
the change in δv between two iterations in Ln falls below a given
tolerance parameter, which, based on our tests, we set to 10 per cent.
The resulting |δv(Ln)| provides our best estimate for the turbulent
velocity magnitude for an eddy-size Leddy ≈ 2 · Ln.

We observe that, while in Vazza et al. (2012), we used the lo-
cal skewness of the velocity field as a fast proxy to tag shocks,
in this work, we can access this information in a more accurate
way through the (obviously more computationally intensive) shock
finding procedure outlined above (Section 3.3.1). Therefore, we ex-
cluded shocks by simply stopping the iterations whenever a shocked
cell entered the domain. That is, the length, Ln then represents the
distance to the nearest ‘influential’ shock. On the other hand, our
procedure is not designed to explicitly filter out the contribution
from velocity shears, e.g. at the contact discontinuity generated by
sloshing cold fronts (e.g. Zuhone & Roediger 2016). While, in prin-
ciple, the presence of such discontinuities might introduce a small
spurious contribution to our measured turbulent budget, this spuri-
ous signal is small compared to the turbulence induced by mergers
(e.g. Vazza et al. 2012). In particular, the cluster studied in this first
paper is a highly perturbed one, where the formation of sloshing
cold fronts is highly unlikely (e.g. Zuhone & Roediger 2016).

Our results here, as well as previous cluster simulations, are
roughly consistent with the behaviour of solenoidal turbulence
following the classic, Kolmogorov picture in which |δv| ∝ L1/3

n

(e.g. Ryu et al. 2008; Vazza et al. 2011b; Xu, Li & Collins 2011;
Miniati 2014). Consequently, while the rms turbulent velocity or the
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Shocks around galaxy clusters
❖ Galaxy clusters are thought to grow by accreting 

surrounding material  
→ strong, collisionless shocks 

❖ Virial shocks are expected to be at  
 (R500 ~ 1 Mpc)

❖ These virial shocks define the edges of clusters 

• Useful information about the formation of 
large-scale structures, such as local accretion 
rate  

• A laboratory for studying collisionless shock 
physics (primordial, low magnetized < nG gas)
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Figure 3. 2D slices through the centre of the volume shown in Fig. 2 at z = 0.32, showing: (left) gas density – units of [ρ/〈ρb〉], where 〈ρb〉 is the mean baryon
density) – (centre) gas temperature [K] – and the (right) reconstructed map of Mach number – units of [log10(M)] – using our shock finder (Section 3.1).

where ρu is the comoving up-stream density, vsh = Mcs is the
comoving speed of the shock, M is the inflowing Mach number
and "x is the cell size. Total kinetic energy flux through shocks is
then a sum from equation (1) over flagged shock cells.
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the presence of significant temperature and velocity fluctuations in
the ICM, which add uncertainties to estimates of pre-shock values
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quential, weak shocks in the following turbulent analysis, we will
also, present complementary results there obtained by masking out
regions close to identified shocks with Mthr ≥ 1.2. We apply this
lower Mthr bound to simplify procedures.
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The extraction of turbulent motions within the cluster 3D veloc-
ity field requires a proper filtering of often comparable coherent
velocity components (characteristically larger scale) from uncorre-
lated, turbulent velocity components that cascade to small scales. As
noted above, the roles of solenoidal (rotational, incompressive) and
compressive (irrotational) turbulent motions (defined, respectively,
by ∇ · vsol = 0 and ∇ × vcomp = 0) each have important roles in
the ICM. So, as an additional step we also separated the velocity
field (both filtered and unfiltered) into those elements. To accom-
plish these objectives, we combined several steps that we previously
proposed and tested individually in Vazza et al. (2012, 2014).

As an initial step to reduce numerical noise and finite difference
cross-talk between divergence and curl operations, we applied a
first-order velocity smoothing filter to the initial full velocity field
of the simulation. This has a benign influence on extracted turbulent
velocity fields.4

For our primary turbulence filter, we applied the iterative, mul-
tiscale velocity filtering techniques based on Vazza et al. (2012)
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reconstructs the local mean velocity field around each position, r ,
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in this work, we can access this information in a more accurate
way through the (obviously more computationally intensive) shock
finding procedure outlined above (Section 3.3.1). Therefore, we ex-
cluded shocks by simply stopping the iterations whenever a shocked
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Detect virial shocks 
❖ Virial shocks are thought to accelerate charged particles to highly relativistic,  

≳ 10 TeV energies

❖  (  from strong shocks, e.g. SNR observations)

1. Optical to -ray emission from Inverse Compton scattering  
(Loeb & Waxman 2000; Totani & Kitayama 2000; Keshet et al. 2003)

2. Thermal SZ in microwave (Kocsis et al. 2005)

3. Synchrotron radiation in radio (Waxman & Loeb 2000; Keshet et al. 2004)

dNe/dE ∝ E−p p ∼ 2
γ
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It is a challenge to detect virial shocks (weak signal, strong foreground)



Evidence of virial shock
❖ Stacking Fermi-LAT data

❖ Properly scale cluster size with  →  ring signal

❖ Follow-up → up-to-date Fermi data, clean cluster sample, and new 4FGL 
catalog 

❖ Select clusters

❖ A2319 → strong ( ) SZ signal of shock 

❖ Coma → coincident SZ and -ray signal

R500 > 5σ

8.6σ

γ



Stacking Fermi-LAT data
❖ 7.9 years data

❖ 1 — 100 GeV (4 logarithmic bins)

❖ Stack the data of each cluster 
normalized to its  ~ 1 Mpc

❖ Masking pixels within  of each 3FGL 
point sources

❖ Meta-Catalog of X-ray Clusters (MCXC)

❖

❖

❖ Latitude 

❖  from 3FGL point sources

R500

1∘.8

M500 > 1013M⊙

0∘.2 < θ500 < 0∘.5
|b | > 20∘

> 1∘.8

Introduction

With a mass M in excess of 1013M�, galaxy clusters are located at the nodes of the cosmic web, where they accrete
matter from the surrounding voids and through large-scale structure (LSS) filaments. They are thought to grow
by accreting gas through strong, collisionless, virial shocks, surrounding each cluster. These shocks form as the
accreted gas abruptly slows down and heats to virial temperatures.

Strong collisionless shocks are thought, by analogy with supernova remnant (SNR) shocks, to accelerate charged
particles to highly relativistic, & 10 TeV energies. These particles, known as cosmic ray (CR) electrons (CREs) and
ions (CRIs), are accelerated to a nearly flat, E2

dN/dE / const. spectrum (equal energy per logarithmic CR energy
bin), radiating a distinctive non-thermal signature which stands out at the extreme ends of the electromagnetic
spectrum, in high energy �-rays1–3 and in other4–6 bands. High-energy CREs cool rapidly, on timescales much
shorter than the Hubble time H

�1, by Compton-scattering cosmic microwave-background (CMB) photons. These
up-scattered photons should then produce �-ray emission in a thin shell around the galaxy cluster, as anticipated
analytically1–3;7 and calibrated using cosmological simulations3;4;8.

Once the energy accretion rate ṀT of the cluster has been determined, its �-ray signature depends on a
single free parameter, namely the CRE acceleration e�ciency ⇠e, defined as the fraction of downstream thermal
energy deposited in CREs. As high-energy CREs are short lived, the �-ray signal should reflect their spatially-
and temporally-variable injection rate. Locally, the signal thus depends on the single free parameter ⇠eṁ, where
ṁ ⌘ Ṁ/(MH) is the dimensionless mass accretion rate and H is Hubble’s constant.

A direct search for a virial shock is challenging, with only the Coma cluster showing virial signals in VERITAS9,
Fermi and ROSAT10 data. A more powerful approach is to boost the virial shock signal by stacking the data of
many di↵erent clusters. However, until now this method failed to indicate a robust virial shock signal. Attempts
to stack the Fermi-LAT data11–17 failed to find a virial signal, although they did identify emission from the centers
of clusters13;15 and from their large-scale environment18, associated with active Galactic nuclei (AGN).

Data preparation.

We use the archival, ⇠ 8 year, Pass-8 LAT data from the Fermi Science Support Center (FSSC)†, and the Fermi
Science Tools (version v10r0p5). Pre-generated weekly all-sky files are used, spanning weeks 9–422 for a total
of 414 weeks (7.9 yr), with ULTRACLEANVETO class photon events. A zenith angle cut of 90� was applied,
according to the appropriate FSSC Data Preparation recommendations. Good time intervals were identified using
the recommended selection expression (DATA QUAL==1) and (LAT CONGIF==1). Sky maps were discretized using
a HEALPix scheme19 of order Nhp = 10, providing a mean ⇠ 0.057� pixel separation. Event energies were
logarithmically binned into N✏ = 4 energy bands in the (1–100) GeV range. Point source contamination was
minimized by masking pixels within the 90% containment angle of each point source in the LAT 4-year point
source catalog (3FGL)20. In order to reduce the Galactic foreground, we mask |b| < 20� latitudes, near the bright
Galactic plane.

We stack the LAT data around 112 clusters (see Fig. 1) selected from the Meta-Catalog of X-ray Clusters21

according to the following criteria: (i) a mass M500 > 1013M� enclosed within R500; (ii) an angular radius 0.2� <

✓500 < 0.5�, chosen to avoid small angles below the high-energy LAT PSF, and extended clusters where the
foreground estimation is complicated; (iii) a su�cient distance from the Galactic plane, with latitude |b| > 20�;
and (iv) a distance of at least 1.8� (the 90% containment angle at 1 GeV) from any 3FGL point source.

†http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc

Figure 1: Fermi-LAT photon flux (in units of s�1 cm�2 sr�1) sky map in the (1–500) GeV energy range, shown
in a Hammer-Aito↵ projection with Galactic coordinates. The locations (white circles of radius 5R500) of the 112
clusters used in the analysis are superimposed.

Direct significance estimation.

Cluster virial radii span a wide range of spatial (rv) and angular (✓v) scales. Hence, unlike previous studies, we
select and stack the data on the normalized angles ⌧ ⌘ ✓/✓500.

The foreground, after point sources and the Galactic plane were masked, varies mainly on scales much larger than
the anticipated extent of the cluster signal. Therefore, this remaining foreground can be accurately approximated
using a polynomial fit on large scales. For each cluster, we thus consider an extended, 0 < ⌧ < ⌧max ⌘ 15 disk
region around its center, and fit the corresponding LAT data by an order Nf = 4 polynomial in the angular
coordinates ⌧x and ⌧y. This is done separately for each of the four energy bands.

For each cluster c, each photon energy band ✏, and each radial bin centered on ⌧ with width �⌧ = 0.5, we define
the excess emission �n ⌘ n � f , where n is the number of detected photons, and f is the number of estimated
foreground photons. The resulting stacked flux, foreground flux, and excess emission are shown in Fig. 2. The
significance of the excess emission can be estimated, assuming Poisson statistics with f � 1, as

⌫�,c(✏, ⌧) =
�ncp
fc

. (1)

Next, we stack the data over the clusters in the sample. To examine the robustness of our analysis and
possible biases by a large number of photons arriving from a few high-foreground or bright clusters, or from a high
significance signal arriving from a few low foreground clusters, we define two di↵erent methods to compute the
significance of the signal stacked over clusters.

The first, more standard method is photon co-addition. Here, at a given radial bin and energy band, we
separately sum the excess photon count and the foreground photon count over the Nc clusters. The stacked
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Figure 3. Significance of the stacked signal excess. The significance νσ(ε) of the energy co-added
excess γ-ray counts over the foreground, shown as a function of τ . The excess was stacked over the
cluster sample both by photon co-addition (blue circles with solid lines to guide the eye) and by
cluster (i.e. per-cluster significance) co-addition (red rectangles with dashed lines). The 1σ extents
of the mock catalog distributions are shown (thin lines) for photon co-addition (solid blue curve) and
for cluster co-addition (dashed red).

from the mocks are compared to the ±1, 2, 3 standard deviation intervals. The agreement
between these curves indicates that the mock distribution is consistent with an unbiased
normal distribution.

We carry out a suite of convergence and sensitivity tests, indicating that our results are
robust to variations in the preparation of the LAT data (masking of point sources and the
Galactic plane) and of the cluster sample (mass cuts, θ500 cuts, overlap between cluster regions
of interest, and proximity to point sources and to the Galactic plane), in the photon analysis
methods (discretization, foreground modeling), in the cluster stacking methods (rescaling to
θ500, photon vs. cluster significance co-addition, different mass bin co-additions, radial bin
size), and in our energy co-addition method (number of energy bins). We demonstrate these
tests in appendix B.

As in other cases where the foreground determination is influenced by the signal itself,
the above results underestimate the true significance of the signal, by ∼ 40% according to
control catalogs. Nevertheless, as shown below, the signal parameters are robust to the
foreground subtraction.
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Figure 4. Stacked images of the excess significance. The significance of the stacked γ-ray excess (col-
orbar: νσ(ε) with a cubehelix color map, ref. [29]), after photon and energy co-addition. The image is
shown in the normalized τx–τy plane centered on the clusters (left), and four-folded onto one quadrant
(right). The dashed quadrant circles (left) or arcs (right), shown as a guide to the eye, enclose the 2.0 <
τ < 2.5 radial bin of the peripheral signal. Folding onto a quadrant is necessary in order to render the
ring marginally visible by eye. Note that the highest significance pixel lies at the very center (τ < 0.5).
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Figure 5. Mock catalogs distribution. The symmetric 68%, 95%, 99.7% and confidence intervals of
the photon and energy co-added significance of the excess counts, as a function of τ , inferred from the
mock catalogs (dashed red). These are compared with the standard deviation of the mock sample,
multiplied by ±1, ±2, and ±3 and added to the mock mean (solid blue). The agreement suggests
that a normal distribution can be assumed at least out to ±3σ.

4 Modeling

In order to analyze the excess emission, and to accurately determine the significance of the
signals, we present a model for each component. For the ring-like emission, a simple model,
based on a spherical, isothermal, β-model gas distribution, is presented in appendix A. Once
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Stacking Fermi-LAT data

❖ Model the shock signal 

•  based on TS

• Shock radius  

• CRE acceleration rate  
 

(mass accretion rate )

• Spectral index  

5.8σ

ρs = 2.3 ± 0.1R500

·mξe = (0.6 ± 0.1) %
·m ≃

·M
M × H

p = 2.1 ± 0.2

Detection of virial shocks in stacked Fermi-LAT clusters
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TS-based significance estimate

Simple significance estimate (photon 
co-added and cluster co-added)

Best-fit (spherical shock and 
planar shock) model significance

Galaxy clusters are thought to grow by accreting
mass through strong virial shocks. Such a
collisionless shock is expected to accelerate
relativistic electrons, thus generating a spectrally
flat leptonic virial ring. However, previous
attempts to detect the cumulative signal from
virial rings have all failed. Here we identify a
virial γ-ray signal by stacking Fermi-LAT data
for 112 clusters, enhancing the ring sensitivity by
rescaling clusters to their virial radii. We identify
(5.9σ) a bright, spectrally flat γ-ray ring at the
expected shock position. It corresponds to
deposition of ∼0.6% (with an uncertainty factor
∼2) of the thermal energy in relativistic electrons
over a Hubble time.
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Stacking Fermi-LAT data
❖ Model the shock signal 
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·mξe = (0.6 ± 0.1) %

p = 2.1 ± 0.2

Detection of virial shocks in stacked Fermi-LAT clusters
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TS-based significance estimate

Simple significance estimate (photon 
co-added and cluster co-added)

Best-fit (spherical shock and 
planar shock) model significance

Galaxy clusters are thought to grow by accreting
mass through strong virial shocks. Such a
collisionless shock is expected to accelerate
relativistic electrons, thus generating a spectrally
flat leptonic virial ring. However, previous
attempts to detect the cumulative signal from
virial rings have all failed. Here we identify a
virial γ-ray signal by stacking Fermi-LAT data
for 112 clusters, enhancing the ring sensitivity by
rescaling clusters to their virial radii. We identify
(5.9σ) a bright, spectrally flat γ-ray ring at the
expected shock position. It corresponds to
deposition of ∼0.6% (with an uncertainty factor
∼2) of the thermal energy in relativistic electrons
over a Hubble time.
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Re-examination of the ring signal

❖ Increase data to 10.6 years (551 
weeks)

❖ Remove clusters contaminated 
by the Loop-I, clusters 
overlapping, and Fermi 
bubble regions 
→ 79 clusters remain

❖ Apply the same analysis and 
modeling

Introduction

With a mass M in excess of 1013M�, galaxy clusters are located at the nodes of the cosmic web, where they accrete
matter from the surrounding voids and through large-scale structure (LSS) filaments. They are thought to grow
by accreting gas through strong, collisionless, virial shocks, surrounding each cluster. These shocks form as the
accreted gas abruptly slows down and heats to virial temperatures.

Strong collisionless shocks are thought, by analogy with supernova remnant (SNR) shocks, to accelerate charged
particles to highly relativistic, & 10 TeV energies. These particles, known as cosmic ray (CR) electrons (CREs) and
ions (CRIs), are accelerated to a nearly flat, E2

dN/dE / const. spectrum (equal energy per logarithmic CR energy
bin), radiating a distinctive non-thermal signature which stands out at the extreme ends of the electromagnetic
spectrum, in high energy �-rays1–3 and in other4–6 bands. High-energy CREs cool rapidly, on timescales much
shorter than the Hubble time H

�1, by Compton-scattering cosmic microwave-background (CMB) photons. These
up-scattered photons should then produce �-ray emission in a thin shell around the galaxy cluster, as anticipated
analytically1–3;7 and calibrated using cosmological simulations3;4;8.

Once the energy accretion rate ṀT of the cluster has been determined, its �-ray signature depends on a
single free parameter, namely the CRE acceleration e�ciency ⇠e, defined as the fraction of downstream thermal
energy deposited in CREs. As high-energy CREs are short lived, the �-ray signal should reflect their spatially-
and temporally-variable injection rate. Locally, the signal thus depends on the single free parameter ⇠eṁ, where
ṁ ⌘ Ṁ/(MH) is the dimensionless mass accretion rate and H is Hubble’s constant.

A direct search for a virial shock is challenging, with only the Coma cluster showing virial signals in VERITAS9,
Fermi and ROSAT10 data. A more powerful approach is to boost the virial shock signal by stacking the data of
many di↵erent clusters. However, until now this method failed to indicate a robust virial shock signal. Attempts
to stack the Fermi-LAT data11–17 failed to find a virial signal, although they did identify emission from the centers
of clusters13;15 and from their large-scale environment18, associated with active Galactic nuclei (AGN).

Data preparation.

We use the archival, ⇠ 8 year, Pass-8 LAT data from the Fermi Science Support Center (FSSC)†, and the Fermi
Science Tools (version v10r0p5). Pre-generated weekly all-sky files are used, spanning weeks 9–422 for a total
of 414 weeks (7.9 yr), with ULTRACLEANVETO class photon events. A zenith angle cut of 90� was applied,
according to the appropriate FSSC Data Preparation recommendations. Good time intervals were identified using
the recommended selection expression (DATA QUAL==1) and (LAT CONGIF==1). Sky maps were discretized using
a HEALPix scheme19 of order Nhp = 10, providing a mean ⇠ 0.057� pixel separation. Event energies were
logarithmically binned into N✏ = 4 energy bands in the (1–100) GeV range. Point source contamination was
minimized by masking pixels within the 90% containment angle of each point source in the LAT 4-year point
source catalog (3FGL)20. In order to reduce the Galactic foreground, we mask |b| < 20� latitudes, near the bright
Galactic plane.

We stack the LAT data around 112 clusters (see Fig. 1) selected from the Meta-Catalog of X-ray Clusters21

according to the following criteria: (i) a mass M500 > 1013M� enclosed within R500; (ii) an angular radius 0.2� <

✓500 < 0.5�, chosen to avoid small angles below the high-energy LAT PSF, and extended clusters where the
foreground estimation is complicated; (iii) a su�cient distance from the Galactic plane, with latitude |b| > 20�;
and (iv) a distance of at least 1.8� (the 90% containment angle at 1 GeV) from any 3FGL point source.

†http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc

Figure 1: Fermi-LAT photon flux (in units of s�1 cm�2 sr�1) sky map in the (1–500) GeV energy range, shown
in a Hammer-Aito↵ projection with Galactic coordinates. The locations (white circles of radius 5R500) of the 112
clusters used in the analysis are superimposed.

Direct significance estimation.

Cluster virial radii span a wide range of spatial (rv) and angular (✓v) scales. Hence, unlike previous studies, we
select and stack the data on the normalized angles ⌧ ⌘ ✓/✓500.

The foreground, after point sources and the Galactic plane were masked, varies mainly on scales much larger than
the anticipated extent of the cluster signal. Therefore, this remaining foreground can be accurately approximated
using a polynomial fit on large scales. For each cluster, we thus consider an extended, 0 < ⌧ < ⌧max ⌘ 15 disk
region around its center, and fit the corresponding LAT data by an order Nf = 4 polynomial in the angular
coordinates ⌧x and ⌧y. This is done separately for each of the four energy bands.

For each cluster c, each photon energy band ✏, and each radial bin centered on ⌧ with width �⌧ = 0.5, we define
the excess emission �n ⌘ n � f , where n is the number of detected photons, and f is the number of estimated
foreground photons. The resulting stacked flux, foreground flux, and excess emission are shown in Fig. 2. The
significance of the excess emission can be estimated, assuming Poisson statistics with f � 1, as

⌫�,c(✏, ⌧) =
�ncp
fc

. (1)

Next, we stack the data over the clusters in the sample. To examine the robustness of our analysis and
possible biases by a large number of photons arriving from a few high-foreground or bright clusters, or from a high
significance signal arriving from a few low foreground clusters, we define two di↵erent methods to compute the
significance of the signal stacked over clusters.

The first, more standard method is photon co-addition. Here, at a given radial bin and energy band, we
separately sum the excess photon count and the foreground photon count over the Nc clusters. The stacked
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to stack the Fermi-LAT data11–17 failed to find a virial signal, although they did identify emission from the centers
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We use the archival, ⇠ 8 year, Pass-8 LAT data from the Fermi Science Support Center (FSSC)†, and the Fermi
Science Tools (version v10r0p5). Pre-generated weekly all-sky files are used, spanning weeks 9–422 for a total
of 414 weeks (7.9 yr), with ULTRACLEANVETO class photon events. A zenith angle cut of 90� was applied,
according to the appropriate FSSC Data Preparation recommendations. Good time intervals were identified using
the recommended selection expression (DATA QUAL==1) and (LAT CONGIF==1). Sky maps were discretized using
a HEALPix scheme19 of order Nhp = 10, providing a mean ⇠ 0.057� pixel separation. Event energies were
logarithmically binned into N✏ = 4 energy bands in the (1–100) GeV range. Point source contamination was
minimized by masking pixels within the 90% containment angle of each point source in the LAT 4-year point
source catalog (3FGL)20. In order to reduce the Galactic foreground, we mask |b| < 20� latitudes, near the bright
Galactic plane.

We stack the LAT data around 112 clusters (see Fig. 1) selected from the Meta-Catalog of X-ray Clusters21

according to the following criteria: (i) a mass M500 > 1013M� enclosed within R500; (ii) an angular radius 0.2� <

✓500 < 0.5�, chosen to avoid small angles below the high-energy LAT PSF, and extended clusters where the
foreground estimation is complicated; (iii) a su�cient distance from the Galactic plane, with latitude |b| > 20�;
and (iv) a distance of at least 1.8� (the 90% containment angle at 1 GeV) from any 3FGL point source.
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Figure 1: Fermi-LAT photon flux (in units of s�1 cm�2 sr�1) sky map in the (1–500) GeV energy range, shown
in a Hammer-Aito↵ projection with Galactic coordinates. The locations (white circles of radius 5R500) of the 112
clusters used in the analysis are superimposed.

Direct significance estimation.

Cluster virial radii span a wide range of spatial (rv) and angular (✓v) scales. Hence, unlike previous studies, we
select and stack the data on the normalized angles ⌧ ⌘ ✓/✓500.

The foreground, after point sources and the Galactic plane were masked, varies mainly on scales much larger than
the anticipated extent of the cluster signal. Therefore, this remaining foreground can be accurately approximated
using a polynomial fit on large scales. For each cluster, we thus consider an extended, 0 < ⌧ < ⌧max ⌘ 15 disk
region around its center, and fit the corresponding LAT data by an order Nf = 4 polynomial in the angular
coordinates ⌧x and ⌧y. This is done separately for each of the four energy bands.

For each cluster c, each photon energy band ✏, and each radial bin centered on ⌧ with width �⌧ = 0.5, we define
the excess emission �n ⌘ n � f , where n is the number of detected photons, and f is the number of estimated
foreground photons. The resulting stacked flux, foreground flux, and excess emission are shown in Fig. 2. The
significance of the excess emission can be estimated, assuming Poisson statistics with f � 1, as

⌫�,c(✏, ⌧) =
�ncp
fc

. (1)

Next, we stack the data over the clusters in the sample. To examine the robustness of our analysis and
possible biases by a large number of photons arriving from a few high-foreground or bright clusters, or from a high
significance signal arriving from a few low foreground clusters, we define two di↵erent methods to compute the
significance of the signal stacked over clusters.

The first, more standard method is photon co-addition. Here, at a given radial bin and energy band, we
separately sum the excess photon count and the foreground photon count over the Nc clusters. The stacked
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TS-based significance estimate

Simple significance estimate (photon 
co-added and cluster co-added)

Best-fit (spherical shock and 
planar shock) model significance

Galaxy clusters are thought to grow by accreting
mass through strong virial shocks. Such a
collisionless shock is expected to accelerate
relativistic electrons, thus generating a spectrally
flat leptonic virial ring. However, previous
attempts to detect the cumulative signal from
virial rings have all failed. Here we identify a
virial γ-ray signal by stacking Fermi-LAT data
for 112 clusters, enhancing the ring sensitivity by
rescaling clusters to their virial radii. We identify
(5.9σ) a bright, spectrally flat γ-ray ring at the
expected shock position. It corresponds to
deposition of ∼0.6% (with an uncertainty factor
∼2) of the thermal energy in relativistic electrons
over a Hubble time.
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❖ Increase data to 13.7 years

❖ Include more clusters 

• Same cluster selections but with 
high-quality point sources from 
4FGL-DR3 catalog 
(   from SN>15 point 
sources)

• 145 clusters

❖ Signal goes higher to 

> 1∘.8

4.7σ

 →  excess
(  based on TS)
4.2σ 4.7σ
6.0σ

 Hou+ in prep.

13.7 yr, 145 clusters
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The ring signal is robust



Select clusters: A2319
❖ Planck SZ

❖ The highest SN ratio in the Planck SZ catalogs 

❖
Comptonization parameter   

❖ Radially binned profile of 

y = σT

mec2 ∫ Pdl

y
6 Keshet et al.

Fig. 2.— SZ y-parameter in A2319 with β-model based profiles.
(For an analogous figure based on the gNFW model, see H19.)
Curves and notations are as in the left panel of Figure 1.

inferred to be strong, the different shock curves nearly
overlap.
All models give a shock radius consistent with τs =

2.82 ± 0.05, consistent also with the H19 result. The
shock is again found to be strong, with a Mach lower
limit Υ > 10 (Υ > 1.6) at the 1σ (2σ) confidence level.
The detection confidence level is very high, reaching 14σ
for the case of an asymptotically strong shock. This is
higher than found with the gNFW model in H19, due to
the simpler model and the wider radial extent taken into
account.
To test if the shock detection is sensitive to the model

and to its applicability at small radii, we repeat the anal-
ysis but restrict it to large, r > R500 radii only, as in the
Coma analysis. Here too, the results do not significantly
change with the when considering only large radii.

4.2. A2319: γ-rays

The A2319 cluster lies near the Galactic plane, at a
latitude b̄ ! 13.5◦. Due to the strong γ-ray Galactic
foreground at such low latitudes, here we adopt a fixed
(best-fit constant) foreground, and limit the analysis to
the close vicinity of the cluster. A nearby point source
(3FGL J1913.9+4441) further limits the available anal-
ysis area, so we use only a 90%, rather than 95%, PSF
masking. The significance of the γ-ray excess emission is
presented in Figure 3.
An excess of ∼ 2.2σ can be seen in Figure 3 in the

2 < τ < 2.5 bin. This is the same bin that showed
a strong excess in the stacked LAT signal of R18. Note
that the mock clusters in the control samples of R18 show
no such feature.
We model the signal using the spherical accretion shock

model of R18 and adopting the β-model parameters of
Fukazawa et al. (2004), in order to translate the emitted
γ-ray flux to electron acceleration rate ξeṁ. The inferred
shock radius is τs = 2.9+0.3

−0.4, somewhat larger than in
the stacked clusters of R18, but consistent with the SZ
result for this cluster (illustrated by the proximity of the
vertical lines in Figure 3).
The inferred acceleration rate is ξeṁ = (0.4 ± 0.2)%,

consistent with previous estimates in other clusters (K17,
R18, and KR18). The TS-based significance (omitting
the innermost, τ < 0.5 bin, which is adversely affected
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Fig. 3.— The co-added significance of Eq. (10) in A2319 is shown
for bins of width ∆τ = 0.5 (circles, with solid blue line to guide
the eye). Also shown are the results (with best fit parameters) of
the ring model (diamonds, with green dot-dashed curves to guide
the eye and to show the 1σ intervals). The best-fit position of the
γ-ray (SZ) virial shock is shown by a red dotted (black dashed)
vertical line.

by point source masking) is low, 1.2σ, but this is mainly
driven by the spectral dependence, which may be con-
taminated at such low latitudes. One may adopt the
mean acceleration efficiency inferred from the stacking
of LAT clusters, ξeṁ ! 0.6%, as a prior for the γ-ray
analysis. This slightly raises the significance of shock
detection to 1.6σ, giving τs = 3.0± 0.3.
The overlap between SZ and γ-ray estimates for the

shock radius supports the viability of the γ-ray signal.
We may use the SZ result, which tightly constrains the
shock radius as τs = 2.82± 0.05, as a prior for the γ-ray
analysis. This slightly raises the significance of shock
detection in LAT γ-rays to 1.7σ, leaving the accelera-
tion rate estimate ξeṁ = (0.4 ± 0.2)% unchanged. As
expected, a joint SZ–γ-ray analysis yields a combined
shock detection at a very high (> 9σ) confidence level,
due to the high significance of the SZ signal.
As a consistency check, we examine a planar leptonic

model (as invoked for Coma in KR18), in which the shock
is assumed to be confined to the plane of the sky. As
expected, such a planar model does not provide a better
fit for A2319.

5. ABELL 2142

Abell 2142 is the largest and most massive of the three
clusters, with M500 ! 8.15 × 1014M#, r500 ! 1380 kpc,
θ500 ! 0◦.2297. At a redshift z ! 0.0894, the clus-
ter shows a very dense core and substantial surrounding
substructure (Einasto et al. 2015). The cluster appears
quite spherical in SZ, so we analyze it as such.

5.1. A2142: SZ

The radial, azimuthally averaged profile of the y-
parameter in A2142, extracted as detailed in §2.1, is
shown in Figure 4. A steepening can be seen around
τ ∼ 1.6, flattening beyond τ ∼ 2.2. Here, the flatten-
ing seen just inward of the steepening (compare the data
points to the non-shock, dotted-red curve) is very mod-
est.
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Fig. 2.— SZ y-parameter in A2319 with β-model based profiles.
(For an analogous figure based on the gNFW model, see H19.)
Curves and notations are as in the left panel of Figure 1.

inferred to be strong, the different shock curves nearly
overlap.
All models give a shock radius consistent with τs =

2.82 ± 0.05, consistent also with the H19 result. The
shock is again found to be strong, with a Mach lower
limit Υ > 10 (Υ > 1.6) at the 1σ (2σ) confidence level.
The detection confidence level is very high, reaching 14σ
for the case of an asymptotically strong shock. This is
higher than found with the gNFW model in H19, due to
the simpler model and the wider radial extent taken into
account.
To test if the shock detection is sensitive to the model

and to its applicability at small radii, we repeat the anal-
ysis but restrict it to large, r > R500 radii only, as in the
Coma analysis. Here too, the results do not significantly
change with the when considering only large radii.

4.2. A2319: γ-rays

The A2319 cluster lies near the Galactic plane, at a
latitude b̄ ! 13.5◦. Due to the strong γ-ray Galactic
foreground at such low latitudes, here we adopt a fixed
(best-fit constant) foreground, and limit the analysis to
the close vicinity of the cluster. A nearby point source
(3FGL J1913.9+4441) further limits the available anal-
ysis area, so we use only a 90%, rather than 95%, PSF
masking. The significance of the γ-ray excess emission is
presented in Figure 3.
An excess of ∼ 2.2σ can be seen in Figure 3 in the

2 < τ < 2.5 bin. This is the same bin that showed
a strong excess in the stacked LAT signal of R18. Note
that the mock clusters in the control samples of R18 show
no such feature.
We model the signal using the spherical accretion shock

model of R18 and adopting the β-model parameters of
Fukazawa et al. (2004), in order to translate the emitted
γ-ray flux to electron acceleration rate ξeṁ. The inferred
shock radius is τs = 2.9+0.3

−0.4, somewhat larger than in
the stacked clusters of R18, but consistent with the SZ
result for this cluster (illustrated by the proximity of the
vertical lines in Figure 3).
The inferred acceleration rate is ξeṁ = (0.4 ± 0.2)%,

consistent with previous estimates in other clusters (K17,
R18, and KR18). The TS-based significance (omitting
the innermost, τ < 0.5 bin, which is adversely affected
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Fig. 3.— The co-added significance of Eq. (10) in A2319 is shown
for bins of width ∆τ = 0.5 (circles, with solid blue line to guide
the eye). Also shown are the results (with best fit parameters) of
the ring model (diamonds, with green dot-dashed curves to guide
the eye and to show the 1σ intervals). The best-fit position of the
γ-ray (SZ) virial shock is shown by a red dotted (black dashed)
vertical line.

by point source masking) is low, 1.2σ, but this is mainly
driven by the spectral dependence, which may be con-
taminated at such low latitudes. One may adopt the
mean acceleration efficiency inferred from the stacking
of LAT clusters, ξeṁ ! 0.6%, as a prior for the γ-ray
analysis. This slightly raises the significance of shock
detection to 1.6σ, giving τs = 3.0± 0.3.
The overlap between SZ and γ-ray estimates for the

shock radius supports the viability of the γ-ray signal.
We may use the SZ result, which tightly constrains the
shock radius as τs = 2.82± 0.05, as a prior for the γ-ray
analysis. This slightly raises the significance of shock
detection in LAT γ-rays to 1.7σ, leaving the accelera-
tion rate estimate ξeṁ = (0.4 ± 0.2)% unchanged. As
expected, a joint SZ–γ-ray analysis yields a combined
shock detection at a very high (> 9σ) confidence level,
due to the high significance of the SZ signal.
As a consistency check, we examine a planar leptonic

model (as invoked for Coma in KR18), in which the shock
is assumed to be confined to the plane of the sky. As
expected, such a planar model does not provide a better
fit for A2319.

5. ABELL 2142

Abell 2142 is the largest and most massive of the three
clusters, with M500 ! 8.15 × 1014M#, r500 ! 1380 kpc,
θ500 ! 0◦.2297. At a redshift z ! 0.0894, the clus-
ter shows a very dense core and substantial surrounding
substructure (Einasto et al. 2015). The cluster appears
quite spherical in SZ, so we analyze it as such.

5.1. A2142: SZ

The radial, azimuthally averaged profile of the y-
parameter in A2142, extracted as detailed in §2.1, is
shown in Figure 4. A steepening can be seen around
τ ∼ 1.6, flattening beyond τ ∼ 2.2. Here, the flatten-
ing seen just inward of the steepening (compare the data
points to the non-shock, dotted-red curve) is very mod-
est.
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Select clusters: Coma
Coincident SZ and gamma-ray virial signals 5

Fig. 1.— Azimuthally-averaged radial profile of the y-parameter in Coma, measured with Planck (1σ error bars) and modeled both
without (dotted red curve) and with (other curves) a virial shock, in particular a strong, Mach Υ → ∞ spherical virial shock (purple solid
curves; a dotted vertical curve shows the best-fit shock location). Models are based both on spherical gNFW (left panels) and isothermal
β (right, zoomed in panels) profiles; the bottom panels show the fit residuals (slightly shifted τ , for visibility, in shock models). The left
panels include models for an ICM shock (dot-dashed green) and a virial shock (dashed black) of finite Υ; but as the inferred shock is
strong, the different shock curves largely overlap. The right panels also include models with sharp transitions from spherical to filamentary
(dot-dashed green) and to prolate (dashed black) distribution.

used to produce the right panel we obtain a lower limit
Υ > 1.6 (Υ > 1.4) at the 1σ (2σ) confidence level.
Next, we consider the possible presence of an addi-

tional inner ICM shock (subscript i) inward of the virial
shock (subscript s), by generalizing Eq. (7) according to

P (r) =







P0(r) r < ri ;
q−1
i P0(r) ri < r < rs ;
(qiqs)−1P0(rs)(r/rs)−5/2 r > rs .

(13)

where ri,s and qi,s are the radii and pressure jumps of
the two shocks; an analogous generalization is applied
to Eq. (8). The best fit for the putative, weak, inner
shock gives a radius τi = 1.6 ± 0.2 and a Mach number
Υi = 1.1+0.5

−0.1. However, this shock is not detected at
a significant level in the present, azimuthally averaged
analysis. The parameters of the virial shock are not ap-
preciably changed by incorporating the weak shock.
The radial flattening and possible rise around τ !

2.1 may suggest some underlying structure or mor-
phological change. This could, in particular, be as-
sociated with the elongated leptonic signatures (K17,
KR18) and with evidence for non-sphericity in pub-
lished SZ maps (Planck Collaboration: et al. 2013;
Khatri & Gaspari 2016) of Coma. We therefore con-
sider models for simple deviations from sphericity, as
illustrated in the right panel. A sharp transition from
spherical to prolate at some radius τb (assuming ζ = 2.5
and a constant pressure between a sphere of radius τb
and a spheroidal with semiminor axis τb) gives a slightly
(0.5σ) better fit with τb ∼ 2.3. A sharp transition from
spherical to filamentary at some τf gives a noticeably
better fit (2.7σ) for τf ∼ 1.9. A more detailed analysis
is deferred to future work.
To test if the identification of the virial shock and its

parameters are sensitive to the assumed model and its
applicability at small radii, we repeat the analysis but
restrict it to large, r > R500 radii only. The results are
consistent with the full-range analysis, both in best-fit
values and in confidence levels. We also examine SZ maps
of the Planck collaboration (Planck Collaboration et al.

2016), extracted with the MILCA algorithm and binned
by Khatri & Gaspari (2016, figure 2 therein; see discus-
sion in §6); the results do not appreciably change.

4. ABELL 2319

Abell 2319 is the cluster with the highest signal-to-
noise detection in the Planck SZ catalogs (SNR ∼ 50;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). Here, M500 ! 5.8 ×
1014M", R500 ! 1250 kpc, θ500 ! 0◦.3205, and z !
0.0557 (Piffaretti et al. 2011). Although a major merger
was reported on small scales (O’Hara et al. 2004), the
cluster appears quite spherical in SZ (H19), so we analyze
it as such. It is interesting to note that a sharp drop in
thermal X-ray emission can be seen around r ∼ 3 Mpc
(figure 2 in Ghirardini et al. 2017), possibly associated
with the virial shock we discuss below.

4.1. A2319: SZ

The radial, azimuthally averaged profile of the y-
parameter in A2319 was studied by Ghirardini et al.
(2017). The profile, extracted as detailed in §2.1, is
shown in Figure 2. The slope becomes steeper around
τ ∼ 2.5, and subsequently flattens beyond τ ∼ 2.8. Note
the slight flattening around τ ∼ 2.3, just before the steep-
ening; this is somewhat reminiscent of the more substan-
tial flattening seen in Coma.
The profile was analyzed by H19 using the gNFW

model, and found to harbor a virial shock at the 8.6σ
confidence level. This shock was identified at a radius
τ = 2.81 ± 0.05 (using the value of θ500 adopted above)
and was found to be very strong, with a lower limit
Υ > 3.25 (at the 2σ confidence level) on the Mach num-
ber. Here, we carry out a complementary analysis based
on the β model.
We fit the profile by projecting, convolving, and bin-

ning the isothermal β model variants: without a shock
(dotted red curve; Eq. 5), with an ICM (dot-dashed
green; Eq. 7) or a virial (dashed black; Eq. 8) shock of fi-
nite Mach number, and with an arbitrarily strong shock
(purple solid; in the q → ∞ limit). As the shock is

Model without shock

Models with shock

R/R500

 (TS)4.1σ

❖ Planck SZ

❖ Nearby massive cluster at the Galactic pole

Planck

ESA / LFI & HFI Consortia

Planck

3 Mpc

Virial radius 
R200~ 2.3 Mpc

Keshet, Reiss, & Hurier (2017)



Select clusters: Coma

❖ Fermi-LAT (1–100) GeV data (7.9yr)

❖ Masking pixels within  of each point 
source 

❖ Morphology taken from VERITAS flux map  
→ Elongation 

❖ Model virial shock:

• CRE acceleration rate 

• Shock radius 2.0 <  < 2.25

• Spectral index 

1∘.8

ζ = 2.5

·mξe ∼ 0.3 %
R/R500

p ≃ 2.0 to 2.2

2

(a) VERITAS significance map
(b) Simulated cluster in γ-rays

Figure 1. Observed and simulated γ-ray maps of Coma (notice the different scales).
Left: VERITAS ! 220 GeV nominal significance map (V12) of Coma for θ = 0.2◦ integration (illustrated by the red central circle).
Elliptical bins are shown (thin dashed cyan contours) for ∆b = 0.2◦, ζ ≡ a/b = 2 and φ = −5◦. The bins showing enhanced emission are
highlighted (bounded by thick, long-dashed green curves).
Right: Simulated map of a Coma-like cluster from a ΛCDM simulation (Keshet et al. 2003). The largest in the 200 Mpc simulation box,
this cluster has (Keshet et al. 2004a) mass M # 1015M" and temperature kBT # 8 keV, like Coma. The 8.5◦ diameter image was
convolved with a ∼ 0.23◦ beam, comparable to the VERITAS map, and rotated such that the large-scale filament extends to the west.
Colorbar: log10(J/10

−8 cm−2 s−1 ster−1) brightness above 220 GeV for acceleration efficiency ξeṁ = 1%. The regions corresponding to
the VERITAS mosaic (solid cyan contour) and to the VERITAS ring (elliptic dashed contours) are similarly highlighted.

The VERITAS Čerenkov array has produced a d ∼
4.8◦ diameter γ-ray mosaic (V12) of Coma, at energies
ε ! 220 GeV. We argue that the significance map (Fig-
ure 1a) shows evidence for extended γ-ray emission away
from the center, that appears as a (∼ 0.6◦) thick elliptical
ring with semi-minor axis b " 1.3◦, elongated along the
east–west direction (best fit: φ " −5◦), with semi-major
to semi-minor axes ratio ζ ≡ a/b ! 3. The nominal sig-
nificance of the signal is S = 2.7σ, but accounting for the
background removal indicates a 5.1σ significance (for a
blind search in b, ζ and φ). This preliminary signal agrees
with analytic and numerical predictions, and correlates
with other tracers of the shock.
The paper is organized as follows. We analyze the

VERITAS mosaic in §2, present additional evidence for
extended γ-ray emission in §3, and show that other VER-
ITAS fields show no such signal in §4. In §5 we present
the simulated VERITAS signature of a Coma-like virial
shock. The signal is shown to be unaffected by the Galac-
tic foreground in §6, but positively correlated with ex-
pected radio signals in §7. We show in §8 that the γ-ray
signal corresponds to an acceleration efficiency (over a
Hubble time) of ∼ 1%, and in §9 that the radio correla-
tions are consistent with ∼ 1% magnetization efficiency.
Finally, we summarize and discuss our results in §10. A
simple β-model for emission from the virial shock is given
in Appendix §A.
We adopt a concordance flat ΛCDM model with Hub-

ble constant H = 70 km Mpc−1, a baryon fraction fb =

17%, and a hydrogen mass fraction χ = 0.76. The plasma
is approximated as an ideal gas with an adiabatic index
Γ = 5/3 and a mean particle mass m̄ = 0.59mp, where
mp is the proton mass.

2. VERITAS γ-RAY RING AROUND COMA

The VERITAS collaboration has presented (V12) a
d ∼ 4.8◦ diameter γ-ray mosaic of Coma, at energies
! 220 GeV. The significance map (Figure 1a) suggests
some extended γ-ray emission away from the center. The
γ-ray structure appears as an elliptical ring, elongated
along the east-west direction, or as two parallel east-
west filaments lying symmetrically both north and south
of the cluster. The spectrum of the VERITAS feature is
probably flat, as a p = 2.4 photon spectral index was used
to optimize the gamma-hadron separation cuts (V12). In
§8 we show that a flat spectrum with index p = 2 (equal
energy per logarithmic energy interval, as expected in
the strong virial shock) is consistent with observations
at both lower and higher energies.

2.1. Foreground removal: ring model

Due to the strong foreground, the significance sj at a
given direction j in the VERITAS map is estimated by
comparing the numbers of events arriving from the tar-
get vicinity (the so-called on region), Non, and away from
it (the off region), Noff. These counts are then weighted
by the detector acceptance, which varies as a function of
the angular distance from the detector pointing. Defining

Simulated VERITAS flux map

Keshet et al. 2003

different ring morphologies, by varying the values of ζ and of
f. Figure 6 shows the significance of the U� �2.0 2.25 signal
for a wide range of plausible ζ and f values. It indicates that the
nominal parameters approximately maximize the significance
of the emission in this bin, in resemblance of the VERITAS
signal. The maximal bin significance is T3.6 , with
[ � �

�2.50 0.04
0.07 and G � � n � n

� n0 .1 1 .9
0 .4 encompassing the nominal

parameters. This remains the global maximum in Figure 6 even
if the ellipticity range is extended to [� �1 4, provided that
an extended bright region northwest of the cluster (at right
ascension _ n193 and declination _ n31 .5) is excluded.

We find no such pronounced maximum in other τ bins in the
relevant ( U� �1 2.5) range, for any [ G{ }, values. We do find
a broad, T_3.1 maximum in the U� �1.75 2.0 bin, but this
corresponds to a G _ � n10 signal, which partly overlaps with
the same ring signature found, with a higher significance, in the

U� �2.0 2.25 bin. Figure 6 pertains to the masking of 95%
containment around 3FGL sources, but we obtain nearly
identical results for 90% containment, indicating that the
conclusions are independent of the masking pattern.

The sensitivity of the results to sub-threshold, undetected
point sources, is tested by examining the effect of using the
shallower, 2 yr LAT point-source catalog (2FGL; Nolan et al.
2012), which is based on about half the exposure of 3FGL. The
results obtained with 2FGL are very similar to our nominal,
3FGL-based results, indicating in particular the same T_3.4
excess at the same radial bin. This confirms that our
conclusions are not sensitive to unresolved point sources. A
similar conclusion was reached in R18, based on a similar test
applied to clusters across the sky.

The dependence of the signal upon the assumed ring
morphology is further illustrated in Figure 7. Here, we show
the significance of the LAT excess counts as a function of τ, ζ,
and f, by keeping f or τ fixed and scanning the other
parameters, and using a polar plot to demonstrate the f-
dependence. This figure too indicates that the signal is
particularly strong for the nominal ring parameters inferred
from VERITAS and for U� �2.0 2.25.

In conclusion, we find a significant, T_3.4 LAT excess at
the same location and morphology as indicated by the
VERITAS signal. The values of the three ring morphology
parameters ([ � 2.5, G n� 0 , and U � 2.1) that maximize the
significance of the LAT signal are similar to those that
maximize the significance of the VERITAS signal, although in
the latter only a lower limit on ζ could be established.

3.3. Signal Modeling

To model the signal and better quantify its significance, we
use a maximal likelihood (minimal D2) analysis. First, for given
ò band and τ bin, we compute the D2 contribution of the excess
counts � U% ( )n , with respect to the model prediction �N U( ), ,

� %D U
N
N

�
% �

�
( ) ( ) ( )n

f
, , . 142

2

The likelihood $ is then related to the sum over all spatial bins
and energy bands, as

�$
�
� D U� �
U

( ) ( )ln
1
2

, . 15
,

2

The test statistics (TS) (Mattox et al. 1996), defined as

$
$

D Dw � � ��

�
� � ( )TS 2 ln , 16max,

max,

2 2

can now be computed. Here, subscript − (subscript +) refers to
the likelihood without (with) the modeled signal, maximized
over any free parameters. Confidence levels are computed by
assuming that TS has a nD

2 distribution, where
n n n� � � �( ) ( ) is the number of free parameters added by
modeling the signal (Wilks 1938). To confirm that the
assumptions underlying the Wilks theorem are valid for the
present analysis, we have shown that the null hypothesis,
namely, the foreground-only statistics, follows a normal
distribution out to at least the 3σ confidence level (R18).
We examine both the shell model and the planar model for

CRE injection, as discussed in Section 2. For γ-rays, where the

Figure 5. Co-added significance of LAT excess counts for our nominal
binning. The significance of Equation (13) is shown for elliptic bins of width
U% � 0.25 (circles, with solid blue line to guide the eye) and U% � 0.125

(squares; dashed red). Also shown are the results (with best-fit parameters) of
the shell model (diamonds; green dotted) and the planar model (triangles; black
dashed-dotted; with 1σ intervals as thin black dashed-dotted curves).

Figure 6. Co-added significance of LAT excess counts in the U� �2.0 2.25
elliptic bin, for different values of the elongation ζ and orientation f ring
parameters. The maximal value is obtained for [ � 2.5 and 1G n0 , in
resemblance of the VERITAS signal.
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Summary
❖ There is a  (  based on TS) excess at the expected virial shock position after stacking 

Fermi data around 112 clusters

❖ Follow-up examinations: 

❖ Removing possible contaminated clusters  
→ the shock signal remains   (  based on TS)

❖ Up-to-date Fermi data and 4FGL-DR3  
→  (  based on TS)

❖ Select clusters: 

❖ A2319 shows a  virial shock SZ signal; the shock radius coincident with the Fermi signal

❖ Coma shows a  virial shock SZ signal; coincident the SZ and  Fermi signal
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Fermi data around 112 clusters

❖ Follow-up examinations: 
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→ the shock signal remains   (  based on TS)

❖ Up-to-date Fermi data and 4FGL-DR3  
→  (  based on TS)

❖ Select clusters: 

❖ A2319 shows a  virial shock SZ signal; the shock radius coincident with the Fermi signal

❖ Coma shows a  virial shock SZ signal; coincident the SZ and  Fermi signal
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(a) VERITAS significance map
(b) Simulated cluster in γ-rays

Figure 1. Observed and simulated γ-ray maps of Coma (notice the different scales).
Left: VERITAS ! 220 GeV nominal significance map (V12) of Coma for θ = 0.2◦ integration (illustrated by the red central circle).
Elliptical bins are shown (thin dashed cyan contours) for ∆b = 0.2◦, ζ ≡ a/b = 2 and φ = −5◦. The bins showing enhanced emission are
highlighted (bounded by thick, long-dashed green curves).
Right: Simulated map of a Coma-like cluster from a ΛCDM simulation (Keshet et al. 2003). The largest in the 200 Mpc simulation box,
this cluster has (Keshet et al. 2004a) mass M # 1015M" and temperature kBT # 8 keV, like Coma. The 8.5◦ diameter image was
convolved with a ∼ 0.23◦ beam, comparable to the VERITAS map, and rotated such that the large-scale filament extends to the west.
Colorbar: log10(J/10

−8 cm−2 s−1 ster−1) brightness above 220 GeV for acceleration efficiency ξeṁ = 1%. The regions corresponding to
the VERITAS mosaic (solid cyan contour) and to the VERITAS ring (elliptic dashed contours) are similarly highlighted.

The VERITAS Čerenkov array has produced a d ∼
4.8◦ diameter γ-ray mosaic (V12) of Coma, at energies
ε ! 220 GeV. We argue that the significance map (Fig-
ure 1a) shows evidence for extended γ-ray emission away
from the center, that appears as a (∼ 0.6◦) thick elliptical
ring with semi-minor axis b " 1.3◦, elongated along the
east–west direction (best fit: φ " −5◦), with semi-major
to semi-minor axes ratio ζ ≡ a/b ! 3. The nominal sig-
nificance of the signal is S = 2.7σ, but accounting for the
background removal indicates a 5.1σ significance (for a
blind search in b, ζ and φ). This preliminary signal agrees
with analytic and numerical predictions, and correlates
with other tracers of the shock.
The paper is organized as follows. We analyze the

VERITAS mosaic in §2, present additional evidence for
extended γ-ray emission in §3, and show that other VER-
ITAS fields show no such signal in §4. In §5 we present
the simulated VERITAS signature of a Coma-like virial
shock. The signal is shown to be unaffected by the Galac-
tic foreground in §6, but positively correlated with ex-
pected radio signals in §7. We show in §8 that the γ-ray
signal corresponds to an acceleration efficiency (over a
Hubble time) of ∼ 1%, and in §9 that the radio correla-
tions are consistent with ∼ 1% magnetization efficiency.
Finally, we summarize and discuss our results in §10. A
simple β-model for emission from the virial shock is given
in Appendix §A.
We adopt a concordance flat ΛCDM model with Hub-

ble constant H = 70 km Mpc−1, a baryon fraction fb =

17%, and a hydrogen mass fraction χ = 0.76. The plasma
is approximated as an ideal gas with an adiabatic index
Γ = 5/3 and a mean particle mass m̄ = 0.59mp, where
mp is the proton mass.

2. VERITAS γ-RAY RING AROUND COMA

The VERITAS collaboration has presented (V12) a
d ∼ 4.8◦ diameter γ-ray mosaic of Coma, at energies
! 220 GeV. The significance map (Figure 1a) suggests
some extended γ-ray emission away from the center. The
γ-ray structure appears as an elliptical ring, elongated
along the east-west direction, or as two parallel east-
west filaments lying symmetrically both north and south
of the cluster. The spectrum of the VERITAS feature is
probably flat, as a p = 2.4 photon spectral index was used
to optimize the gamma-hadron separation cuts (V12). In
§8 we show that a flat spectrum with index p = 2 (equal
energy per logarithmic energy interval, as expected in
the strong virial shock) is consistent with observations
at both lower and higher energies.

2.1. Foreground removal: ring model

Due to the strong foreground, the significance sj at a
given direction j in the VERITAS map is estimated by
comparing the numbers of events arriving from the tar-
get vicinity (the so-called on region), Non, and away from
it (the off region), Noff. These counts are then weighted
by the detector acceptance, which varies as a function of
the angular distance from the detector pointing. Defining

VERITAS TS map Simulated flux map

Keshet et al. 2003
~5 deg

Keshet et al. 2017
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Figure 3. Orientation of the VERITAS ring.
Nominal significance S (solid) curves are shown for ∆b = 0.6◦

rings of various ellipticity ζ (legend) and orientation φ. The yellow
sector corresponds to the −10◦ < φ < 0◦ orientation of the LSS
filament. The secondary peak towards φ " 70◦ with b ∼ 0.5◦

is related to the primary peak: the semi-major axis of the small
ellipse solution roughly coincides with the semi-minor axis of the
large ellipse solution.

assume that the mock ring is thick (∆b = 0.6◦, fixed by
the ring background model), but make no assumptions
regarding its ellipticity ζ or orientation φ. Rather, for
each b, we identify the most significant ring, of arbitrary
ellipticity (scanning 2 ≤ ζ ≤ 7 with a 0.5 step) and
orientation (scanning −90◦ ≤ φ ≤ +90◦ with a 10◦ step).
The resulting distribution Σ(S, b) of highest-significance
rings is shown as the nearly horizontal curves in Figure
2. Keeping either ζ or φ fixed, while varying the other,
yields qualitatively similar distributions. The enhanced
Σ above b # 2◦ may be partly due to edge effects.
None of the mock maps shows a ring as significant as

the observed nominal S = 2.7σ feature. Due to the lim-
ited mock sample size, we can compute confidence levels
only up to ∼ 4σ, shown as dashed lines in Figure 2; this
places a lower, 4σ limit on the significance of the VER-
ITAS signal. (We use Σ = 1σ, 2σ, 3σ, . . . to designate
levels exceeded by 16%, 2.3%, 0.13%, . . . of the sample;
henceforth.) The accessible, Σ ! 4σ mock sample is
approximately linearly proportional to S, so an extrapo-
lation to high significance is possible (dot-dashed lines in
Figure 2). This assigns the VERITAS ring with a 5.1σ
significance, if we allow for any b < 2◦, ζ and φ values,
and average the mock sample over all parameters.
Notice that if we were to constrain b in this analysis to

values near the expected, virial radius, or constrain φ to
orientations coincident with the LSS filament, then the
Monte-Carlo based estimate for the signal significance
would become even higher.

3. FURTHER EVIDENCE FOR EXTENDED EMISSION

Consider the correlation between γ-ray pixels sj in-
duced by the ring model background subtraction. Due
to this non-local procedure, the significance of a pixel
is anti-correlated with the pixels within ∼ θr around it.

One implication is that sources that extend over scales
much larger than θr are effectively erased by the back-
ground subtraction, except in an ∼ θr wide band in their
periphery. In such a band, and in sources that extend
! θr in at least one direction, the signal is diminished
but not completely erased.

3.1. Extended feature with diminished S and dark edges

For example, the estimated, positive significance at the
inner edge of a large linear source will be diminished
by a factor of ∼ 2, and the signal at the outer edge
will have an approximately equal but negative nominal
significance. (For simplicity, here we approximate the
procedure as subtraction of the ᾱNoff counts from the
Non counts.) Therefore, for sources that extend over> θr
in at least one direction, the actual significance may be
" 2 times higher than estimated from the ring model.
This is consistent with the above estimates based on the
mock sample analysis.
Another indication that the background subtraction

has removed an extended signal is the negative, ! −3σ
significance regions, lying just outside the bright feature
we identify as an elliptical ring. If we assume that the
bright region is part of an extended, linear structure,
this suggests that its local significance should be ∆sj "
−(−3)/2 # 1.5σ higher than it nominally appears, again
consistent with the mock sample analysis.
A γ-ray structure that extends over scales much greater

than θr would be largely erased by the ring background
subtraction. In principle, the above estimates thus pro-
vide only a lower limit on the correction needed to deter-
mine the significance of such a structure. However, the
negative significance edges suggest that the ring is not
much thicker than 0.6◦.

3.2. Structure in the S distribution

In order to further quantify the effect that background
subtraction has on the signal, we examine the distribu-
tion of γ-ray significance pixels, using the same θ = 0.2◦

integration beam applied to the map. The significance
histogram (Figure 4), displayed with δσ = 0.1 intervals,
can be modeled (V12) as a single Gaussian function, with
an adjusted coefficient of determination R̄2 = 0.9956.
However, this fit to the histogram shows deviations

both near the peak and towards the edges. Of particular
interest are the asymmetric deviations for |S| > 1σ (see
figure inset), where most of the signal is found. These
deviations suggest a more complicated underlying distri-
bution. Indeed, a simple model combining two Gaus-
sian functions provides a much better fit to the data
(R̄2 = 0.9967; note that R̄ improves increasingly slowly
near 1). The best fit is obtained for Gaussian means
µ1 = −1.23±0.21 and µ2 = 0.23±0.15, with correspond-
ing standard deviations 0.69± 0.12 and 0.91± 0.08. We
also model the data as the sum of two Gaussian func-
tions constrained to have the same standard deviation;
the resulting best fit is similar to the unconstrained sum:
µ1 = −0.96± 0.06 and µ2 = 0.41 ± 0.05, with standard
deviation 0.83± 0.04 (again with R̄2 = 0.9967).
Both fits suggest that a signal is present in the map,

with pixels that are on average µ2 − µ1 # 1.4σ above
the noise. Interestingly, a histogram of the pixels found
only in the central, ∼ 2◦ wide region of the map agrees

3

the acceptance integrated over the on and off regions, Aon
and Aoff, and their ratio ᾱ ≡ Aon/Aoff, a positive (nega-
tive) signal corresponds to a positive (negative) value of
(Non − ᾱNoff).
The V12 data were collected in w = 0.5◦ wobble mode

(Daniel 2008), and analyzed using the ring background
model (Berge et al. 2007) with a θon = 0.2◦ integra-
tion radius for the on region. The significance sj was
computed from Non, Noff and ᾱ based on the likelihood
ratio method (Li & Ma 1983, equation 17). The back-
ground can be estimated from a θ2 analysis (V12), indi-
cating N0.2 # 1200 counts above 220 GeV in the central
θ = 0.2◦ beam. The background per pixel is approx-
imately NB = N0.2/n0.2, where n0.2 is the number of
pixels in the beam.
We wish to compute the significance of an extended

feature, in particular an elliptic ring around Coma. For
each pixel j, we estimate the numbers of counts per pixel
in both on and off regions, non and noff, normalized such
that the ratio of integrated acceptance over the two re-
gions is unity. Integrating the corresponding excess and
total counts over an extended source then yields its over-
all significance (Li & Ma 1983),

S =

∑

j (non − noff)
[

∑

j (non + noff)
]1/2

. (1)

To find non and noff, we combine the significance map
with the simulated acceptance profiles of VERITAS (lin-
early interpolated from Figure 4 of Maier 2008) for each
pointing, adopt the mean ring radius θr = 0.5◦ and
solid angle ratio Ωoff/Ωon = 7 typical of the ring model
(Berge et al. 2007), make the approximation ᾱNoff #
AonNB, and derive Non from sj using the likelihood ratio
method.

2.2. East-west thick elongated ring: nominal 2.7σ

In order to quantify the γ-ray structure and assess its
significance, we fit the data with a thick, elliptical or
filamentary virial ring model. The center of the virial
ring is chosen as the cluster’s X-ray peak in the ROSAT
All Sky Survey (RASS; Snowden et al. 1997). The semi-
major axis a is taken along the east-west direction, as
inferred from the ROSAT map and from the orientation
of the SDSS galaxy filament. The thickness of the ring is
fixed at ∆b = 0.6◦ along the semi-minor axis, because a
thicker ring would exceed the maximal θr +∆θr = 0.64◦

limit imposed by the ring-model background subtraction.
A thick, east–west filamentary or very elongated ring

model with a median semi-minor axis given by the virial
radius, b = ψ200 # 1.3◦, is thus well-defined, and has no
free parameters. Such an extended structure is seen at
an S = 2.7σ nominal significance level; no trial factors
(’look elsewhere’ corrections) are necessary.
A less elongated, east–west ring is defined by b and by

the elongation ratio ζ ≡ a/b. For sufficient elongation,
ζ ! 3, the results (Figures 2 and 3) are found to depend
weakly upon ζ. Scanning for the most significant struc-
ture as a function of b then indeed indicates an extended
structure around b # 1.3◦. Here, the S = 2.7σ nominal
significance level should be corrected for trial factors in b.
However, the nominal significance remains above 2σ over
the plausible range of 1.1◦ < b < 1.5◦, and remains pos-

itive even for scales as small as ψ500 or as large as ψ100.
Similarly, fixing b = ψ200 while varying the elongation
gives S > 1.8σ for the entire plausible, ζ > 2 range.
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Figure 2. Significance of the VERITAS ring.
The VERITAS signal (Figure 1a) fit with ∆b = 0.6◦ thick,
east-west elongated rings (symbols; connecting lines are guides
to the eye) of major-to-minor axes ratios ζ ≡ a/b = 1 (circles),
2 (diamonds), 3 (squares), 5 (triangles, pointed right for φ = 0
and down for φ = −5◦) and 1000 (stars). The yellow band
corresponds to the bright extended ring marked in Figure 1a.
For comparison, the distribution of the maximal significance
rings in mock VERITAS maps is measured (dashed lines) and
extrapolated (linearly; dot-dashed).

The SDSS (Figure 8) and ROSAT maps suggest that
the LSS filament and the semi-major axis of the gas dis-
tribution are slightly tilted towards the southwest, at an
angle −10◦ " φ " 0◦. Indeed, the significance of the γ-
ray structure is maximized when thus tilted (Figure 3);
the best fit is obtained for ζ ! 4, φ # −5◦. One way
to see that the signal is significant even when accounting
for trial factors in φ is by comparison to other VERITAS
observations; this is done in §4. First, we compute the
significance of the structure while accounting for trials
in all parameters using Monte-Carlo simulations; for this
we must address the details of the observation mode and
data preparation.

2.3. Monte Carlo significance estimate: 5.1σ

Any extended, ! θr = 0.5◦ feature would be partly
erased by the ring background model. Hence, S can sub-
stantially underestimate the true significance of an ex-
tended structure such as a thick ring. A more reliable
estimate of the signal significance may be obtained by
applying the same elliptical ring template presented in
§2.2 to mock significance maps, based on random photon
noise but no signal, and analyzing the resulting S distri-
bution. We prepare > 104 such mock maps, by generat-
ing Poisson noise flux at the observed background level,
filtering the flux through the 0.5 wobble mode accep-
tance of VERITAS, integrating over the same θ = 0.2◦

beam using the ring background model, and comput-
ing the per-pixel significance using the likelihood ratio
method.
We may now obtain a more reliable estimate of the

significance of the extended VERITAS ring, by searching
for such a feature in the mock maps, using the exact same
method applied to the true VERITAS mosaic. We still

semi-minor axis 
b =  —  

orientation  =  — 
 signal

1∘ 1∘.6
ϕ 0∘ 10∘

2.7σ

Ellipticity  ζ ≡ a/b
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(a) Thermal SZ (b) Synchrotron

Figure 10. Radio maps of the Coma region.
Thermal SZ (left; colorbar is the low-frequency ∆Tsz = −2yTcmb in mK) and synchrotron (right; colorbar is Tsyn(ν0/23 GHz)3.2 in mK)
maps, spectrally extracted from the WMAP seven-year all sky map (Komatsu et al. 2011). The dashed and solid curves are the same as
in Figures 1b and 9.

correlation strengthens to −1.6σ. Note that this signal
does not arise from the spatial separation between the
central SZ decrement and the peripheral γ-ray ring, as
this would correspond to a positive correlation here.
More importantly, when we split the data into two re-

gions, outside and inside the inner b = 1◦ ellipse bound-
ing the γ-ray signal, correlations emerge between γ-rays
and both radio signals. Outside this inner ellipse, i.e.
along the γ-ray ring, the VERITAS map correlates with
the synchrotron map at the +2.8σ confidence level, and
anti-correlates with the SZ map at the −2.6σ level. The
signal is dominated by the western half of the ring, where
these correlations strengthen to +3.2σ with the syn-
chrotron and −3.9σ with the SZ. The results depend
somewhat on the precise region examined. For exam-
ple, including the 0.5◦ region east of the center, the syn-
chrotron correlation strengthens to +3.5σ while the SZ
correlation remains unchanged.
Within the b = 1◦ ellipse, the VERITAS map does

not correlate with the SZ signal, but does show a −1.9σ
anti-correlation with the synchrotron map, mainly in
the western part, where it reaches −2.2σ. The inner
anti-correlation between the VERITAS and synchrotron
maps, evident in the γ-ray underluminous radio halo and
radio relic, and their outer positive correlation, are illus-
trated in Figure 11.
In the periphery of the cluster, the positive correla-

tion between the VERITAS map and the synchrotron
signal agrees with predictions for the coincident inverse-
Compton and synchrotron emission from the same rela-
tivistic, shock-accelerated electrons, as we show in §8 and
§9 below. The anti-correlation with the SZ map agrees
with the anticipated SZ signal from the thermal gas, ex-
pected to cutoff sharply as the thermal pressure drops
beyond the virial shock; see §9.
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Figure 11. Composite γ-ray and synchrotron emission.
Superimposed VERITAS map (green; colorbar range: −3.4σ
to +3.0σ) and synchrotron map (red; spectrally extracted
from the WMAP 7-year full sky-map; colorbar range: −1.3 to
+5.4(ν0/GHz)3.2 K), showing a positive correlation (yellow)
outside the inner edge of the γ-ray ring (dashed contour) and
an anti-correlation (spatially separated green and red, the latter
dominated by the radio halo and relic) inside the ring.

8. THE γ-RAY SIGNAL AGREES WITH PREDICTIONS FOR
A MEAN ξeṁ ∼ 1% ELECTRON INJECTION RATE

Cluster virial shocks last for long, ∼ H−1, Hubble
timescales, and are strong, in particular where cold gas
accretes from the voids and the Mach number squared
is # 10. Therefore, such shocks are thought to acceler-

Green: VERITAS −3.4σ to +3.0σ 

Red: −1.3 to +5.4(ν0/GHz)3.2 K extracted from WMAP

Inner -ray  ring γ b = 1∘

Yellow: correlation between -ray and radio 
→ outside the inner ring +3.2σ correlation

γ
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